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ABSTRACT
The upcoming next-generation large area radio continuum surveys can expect tens of
millions of radio sources, rendering the traditional method for radio morphology clas-
sification through visual inspection unfeasible. We present ClaRAN — Classifying
Radio sources Automatically with Neural networks — a proof-of-concept radio source
morphology classifier based upon the Faster Region-based Convolutional Neutral Net-
works (Faster R-CNN) method. Specifically, we train and test ClaRAN on the FIRST
and WISE images from the Radio Galaxy Zoo Data Release 1 catalogue. ClaRAN
provides end users with automated identification of radio source morphology classifi-
cations from a simple input of a radio image and a counterpart infrared image of the
same region. ClaRAN is the first open-source, end-to-end radio source morphology
classifier that is capable of locating and associating discrete and extended components
of radio sources in a fast (< 200 milliseconds per image) and accurate (≥ 90%) fash-
ion. Future work will improve ClaRAN’s relatively lower success rates in dealing with
multi-source fields and will enable ClaRAN to identify sources on much larger fields
without loss in classification accuracy.
Key words: galaxies: active — radio continuum: galaxies — techniques: image pro-
cessing — methods: numerical — methods: statistical
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding the growth and evolution of Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN) is a fundamental area of research in the field
of galaxy evolution as the pre-Square Kilometre Array (pre-
SKA) experiments are now beginning their surveys. Radio
AGN can be classed as ‘jetted’ or ‘non-jetted’ (Padovani
© 2018 The Authors
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2017). On larger angular scales, radio jets can extend to
great distances away from their host galaxies depending on
their intrinsic mechanical energy and the environment into
which they are launched. Over time, a bipolar jet may fade
into two distinct radio lobes that are no longer connected to
the host galaxy where it originated. Therefore, while approx-
imately 90 percent of radio sources are compact in structure,
the remaining radio galaxy morphologies are extended with
multiple radio source components and a rich set of struc-
tures.
Until now the cross-identification of associated radio
source components as well as the originating host galaxies
are made via visual inspection. Currently, the most efficient
form of visual identification is via citizen science projects
such as Radio Galaxy Zoo (RGZ; Banfield et al. 2015). RGZ
is based on large-area radio surveys and the efficacy of this
project is demonstrated by the science results and recent
discoveries of extreme classes of radio source morphologies
(Banfield et al. 2016; Kapin´ska et al. 2017; Contigiani et al.
2017).
On the other hand, it is clear that we have reached even
the limitations of citizen science since the number of com-
plex, extended sources expected from the next-generation
radio surveys such as the Evolutionary Map of the Uni-
verse (EMU; Norris et al. 2011) will be far too great for a
standalone citizen science project to be an efficient method.
Therefore, automated methods of classification are neces-
sary. Simple automated methods based upon source position
matching can be effective for a significant fraction of radio
sources (e.g. Kimball & Ivezic´ 2008). However, complex ex-
tended radio sources with multiple discrete components and
morphology will require more sophisticated methods. There-
fore, Deep learning methods provide one such avenue for the
specific task of radio source identification and classification.
Recently, Wright et al. (2017) demonstrated that a com-
bination of citizen science and deep learning methods will
maximize the science output of a dataset and outperform
the capabilities of each method individually.
The main purpose of this paper is to present a proof-
of-concept, publicly-available1, deep learning-based method
known as Classifying Radio sources Automatically using
Neural networks (ClaRAN). ClaRAN takes as input a pair
of World Coordinate System-aligned radio and infrared im-
ages. It finds all radio sources and classifies them into one
of the six morphology classes based on RGZ. The six classes
of morphologies are not defined in the traditional manner of
Fanaroff-Riley (FR) classes — FR-I and FR-II (Fanaroff &
Riley 1974; Owen & Ledlow 1994) — but in terms of source
associations and identifications that are produced by RGZ’s
Data Release 1 (Wong et al., in preparation) represented as
the number of components and peaks. Therefore a single ra-
dio galaxy or radio source can be composed of one or more
components and/or peaks. This paper builds upon RGZ’s
earlier exploration in combining the results from RGZ with
advanced machine learning algorithms such as Lukic et al.
(2018) and Alger et al. (2018).
We briefly introduce advanced machine learning (also
known as deep learning) methods in Section 2. The RGZ
citizen science project and data pre-processing for feature
1 https://github.com/chenwuperth/rgz_rcnn/
fusion is described in Section 3. In the spirit of open source
reproducibility, Section 4 provides a complete technical de-
scription of ClaRAN. Section 5 details the error analysis
and metrics-based evaluation commonly used in the field of
machine learning. Section 6 describes an example of the sim-
plest automated application of ClaRAN from the perspec-
tive of an astronomer and its reliability verification analy-
sis. This ensures the accuracy of the classifications and pro-
vides additional information on the presence of multiple ra-
dio sources within the same image. Implications of our work
and future research are briefly discussed in Section 7 and we
provide a summary of our results in Section 8.
2 DEEP LEARNING METHODS
Deep learning methods (LeCun et al. 2015), particularly
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (Krizhevsky et al.
2012), have recently achieved recognition capabilities that
are comparable to or even better than humans in sev-
eral visual recognition tasks, such as understanding traf-
fic signs (Ciregan et al. 2012), identifying faces (Taigman
et al. 2014), and classifying general images (He et al. 2016).
CNNs have recently been explored to address a number
of astrophysical problems such as: 1) effective identifica-
tion of exoplanet candidatess (Shallue & Vanderburg 2018;
Pearson et al. 2018); 2) the identification of gravitational
lenses (Schaefer et al. 2018) and the estimation of strong
gravitational lensing parameters (Hezaveh et al. 2017); 3)
automatic visual detection of galaxy structures such as
galactic bars and mergers (Abraham et al. 2018; Ackermann
et al. 2018); 4) the determination of physical stellar param-
eters from optical stellar spectra (Fabbro et al. 2018); and
5) the identification of transients in real-time via image dif-
ferencing (Sedaghat & Mahabal 2018).
Despite many successful applications of CNNs, auto-
mated deep learning methods for localizing and classifying
multi-component, multi-peak radio sources are still in their
infancy. This has motivated our work in this paper. The
winning solution (Dieleman et al. 2015) of the Galaxy Chal-
lenge2 did utilize CNNs for accurate (> 90%) galaxy mor-
phology classification. However, our work solves a very dif-
ferent problem from the Galaxy Challenge: we need to de-
termine the number of radio sources in a given field of view
(FoV) or subject (as is referred to within the RGZ project),
each of which may contain multiple discrete source compo-
nents. Such a determination is estimated from the combina-
tion of a radio continuum image and an infrared map in the
same position. Moreover, we need to localize each detected
radio source with a bounding box, and finally to predict the
morphology class for each detected source with some prob-
ability. Our problem is also different from radio continuum
source finders, which typically involve identifying individual
source components that are above a certain signal-to-noise
threshold (Hancock et al. 2012). We need to group these
components into one or more radio sources, and provide the
morphology classification for each radio source.
The CNN method developed in Aniyan & Thorat (2017)
accurately classifies a FIRST radio source into FR and
2 https://kaggle.com/c/galaxy-zoo-the-galaxy-challenge
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bent-tailed (BT) morphology classes. Although ClaRAN
is closely related to Aniyan & Thorat (2017), our research
problem and method differ from Aniyan & Thorat (2017).
ClaRAN performs two tasks — source identification in
a given field and morphology classification for each iden-
tified source. These two tasks address very different is-
sues, and ClaRAN is trained to solve both tasks simul-
taneously in a single, end-to-end training pipeline. During
testing, ClaRAN finds both compact and extended radio
sources in all possible locations on an image, and classifies
each one of them into some morphology. In contrast, the
Aniyan & Thorat (2017) CNN classifier is trained to per-
form morphology classification only. As such the input im-
age is cut out from the main image during pre-processing,
and is centered at a known, given source. Moreover, while
both ClaRAN and Aniyan & Thorat (2017) use radio im-
ages, ClaRAN can also use infrared signals to significantly
improve classification performance as shown in Section 5.
The ability to integrate multi-wavelength datasets for auto-
mated source identification and morphology classification is
unique to ClaRAN.
2.1 ClaRAN Overview
In this work, we use Faster R-CNN model (Ren et al. 2017)
as the basis to develop ClaRAN for identifying multi-
component/peak radio sources from DR1. This is because
Faster R-CNN is intuitive to understand, flexible to aug-
ment, and most importantly, offers optimal trade-offs be-
tween robust accuracy and execution latency (Huang et al.
2017). As a result, ClaRAN includes an end-to-end data
pipeline that enables fast identification and classification of
radio sources with a mean Average Precision3 (mAP, which
is formally defined in Section 5.2) of 83.6% and an empirical
accuracy above 90%. In particular, we make several contri-
butions to deep learning-based methods for RGZ:
• We develop and evaluate several methods to combine
radio emission and near-infrared maps for source identifica-
tion. This paves the way for future work on optimal (e.g.
adaptive, learning-based) integration of multi-wavelength
datasets for automated source-matching and identification.
• We tailor and fine-tune the Faster R-CNN (Ren et al.
2017) — a state-of-the-art object detection deep learning
model — for effective radio source detection. To the best
of our knowledge, latest research in object detection and
computer vision has not yet been explored and utilized for
radio source identification.
• We augment the Faster R-CNN model by replacing its
Region-of-Interest (RoI) cropping layer (RoI pooling) with
differentiable affine transformations (ST pooling) based on
the Spatial Transformer Network (Jaderberg et al. 2015).
Compared to the original Faster R-CNN model, training
ClaRAN becomes truly end-to-end — all training errors
are accounted for by the learning model within a single data
pipeline.
• We develop a transfer learning (Yosinski et al. 2014;
Ackermann et al. 2018) strategy — loading weights pre-
trained on the ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) dataset and
3 It should be noted that precision here differs from the definition
(Bevington & Robinson 2003) in physical sciences
selectively controlling low-level convolutional kernels — to
significantly accelerate the training error convergence.
• We demonstrate thatClaRAN can distinguish between
six distinct classes of radio source morphologies using both
machine learning metrics and empirical accuracy evaluation
performed by radio astronomers.
• We evaluate ClaRAN’s scalability by showing its abil-
ity to identify radio sources with plausible classifications
when the angular size in each direction of its input field
is five times greater than what is available in the training
set.
Taken together, our study provides an excellent starting
platform for developing future machine learning-based meth-
ods for wide-area radio continuum surveys.
3 USING RADIO GALAXY ZOO
CLASSIFICATIONS
The citizen science project RGZ obtains visual identification
of radio sources from over 12,000 volunteers, who have col-
lectively completed over two million classifications to date.
Upon completion, RGZ will result in a catalogue of asso-
ciated radio components and cross-matched host galaxies
for over 170 thousand radio sources from the Faint Images
of the Radio Sky at Twenty-centimeters (FIRST; Becker
et al. 1995) survey and over 2000 sources from the Australia
Telescope Large Area Survey (ATLAS; Norris et al. 2006).
Currently, the cross-identification of extended radio sources
and sources with disconnected radio lobes is through the vi-
sual inspection of radio sky maps with near-infrared maps.
Therefore, the method of crowd-sourcing is used in RGZ
to create one of the largest catalogues of extended radio
galaxies with associated source components and host galaxy
identifications.
3.1 Classification examples
Before discussing the dataset used for this study, we first
present some classification examples shown in Figure 1.
Given a pair of FIRST and WISE images, ClaRAN di-
rectly outputs the following in approximately 200 millisec-
onds when measured on a single Tesla K40c GPU with 12GB
GPU memory.
• the location and size of each detected radio source
shown as a bounding box predicted by ClaRAN during
testing,
• the morphology m of each detected source labelled as
‘iC jP’, where i is the number of components, and j is the
number of flux-density peaks, and
• the probability (P-value) of m for each detected radio
source
Following the definitions from the RGZ project (Ban-
field et al. 2015) and (Wong et al., in preparation), each
RGZ subject is a 3 arcmin by 3 arcmin FoV inspected by the
citizen scientists, and the term component refers to discrete
individual radio source components identified at the 4-sigma
flux-density threshold level, and the term peak refers to the
number of resolved peaks that are identifiable within each
class of objects. For example, a double-lobed radio galaxy
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Figure 1. Three classification examples (A, B, and C)
on RGZ subjects — each of them 3’ × 3’ in size —
FIRST J081700.6+571626, FIRST J070822.2+414905, and FIRST
J083915.7+285125. The first column shows the FIRST radio emis-
sion. The second column shows the ClaRAN output — a box en-
compassing each identified source, and its morphology is labelled
as iC jP, where i and j denotes the number of radio components
and the number of radio peaks respectively. Each morphology
label is associated with a score between 0 and 1, indicating the
probability of the quoted morphology class. The first two columns
share the same color bar at the bottom, denoting flux density val-
ues in Jy/beam. The last column shows the corresponding WISE
infrared image overlaid with 5σ radio contours. The contour levels
(Jy/beam) are shown at the bottom of each infrared image.
with small angular extent and no radio core may be identi-
fied as a source with one component-two peaks (1C-2P) or
a two component-two peaks (2C-2P) if the two lobes appear
disconnected in the radio image.
In example A of Figure 1, ClaRAN correctly identifies
two radio sources — the large source has 1 component with
3 peaks, and the small one has 1 component with 1 peak.
Both detections are given probabilities (0.99 and 0.89) much
higher than 0.8. This example shows ClaRAN is able to
identify sources at different scales in the same image. In ex-
ample B, ClaRAN correctly locates a source with two radio
components and three peaks (as per DR1) with a probabil-
ity of 0.96. This example shows that ClaRAN is able to
identify extended sources.
In example C, ClaRAN detects two independent
sources, and assigns the same probability (0.87) to both of
them. Although the real radio source is much larger based on
the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998),
extending beyond the RGZ subject and including both red
and yellow boxes as its internal components, ClaRAN’s pre-
diction is still highly plausible considering its view is com-
pletely restricted within the 3’ by 3’ RGZ subject.
It should be noted that all radio and infrared images
Table 1. The number of DR1 radio sources (CL ≥ 0.6) for each
morphology class. The number of components and peaks for each
source in this table is determined by RGZ DR1. Sources with more
than 3 components/peaks are rare, and are excluded from this
study to avoid unbalanced data sets. Sources with a morphology
in the bold face (i.e. 1C-1P, 1C-2P, 1C-3P, 2C-2P, 2C-3P, and 3C-
3P) are included in the training and testing sets for this study.
Morph Count Morph Count Morph Count
1C-1P 49,766 2C-5P 36 4C-6P 7
1C-2P 14,242 2C-6P 7 4C-7P 5
1C-3P 1,412 2C-7P 2 5C-5P 28
1C-4P 191 3C-3P 1,347 5C-6P 11
1C-5P 28 3C-4P 163 5C-7P 1
1C-6P 12 3C-5P 20 6C-6P 2
1C-7P 3 3C-6P 13 6C-7P 1
2C-2P 9,772 3C-7P 2 7C-7P 2
2C-3P 1,220 4C-4P 99 7C-10P 1
2C-4P 181 4C-5P 18
in Figure 1 are taken from the testing set (cf. Section 3.3),
which ClaRAN does not see during training.
3.2 Consensus level
We use two criteria to select fields from DR1 in order to
create the training set and the testing set for ClaRAN.
First, for each selected subject f , we ensure all radio sources
within f have a user-weighted Consensus Level (CL) no less
than 0.6. CL measures the relative agreement levels of clas-
sification among citizen scientists and is defined in Banfield
et al. (2015) as the largest fraction of the total classifica-
tions for a radio source that have been agreed upon. This
is to ensure most radio sources exposed to ClaRAN are
morphologically human-resolvable.
Second, we ensure every radio source within f has fewer
than four components and four peaks. This is because radio
sources that (1) have a CL ≥ 0.6 and (2) have more than
three components or peaks are rare as shown in Table 1.
Inclusion of these sources into our study leads to highly un-
balanced training and testing sets. Although dealing with
unbalanced data sets is an on-going machine learning re-
search topic (He & Garcia 2009), in this paper we focus
solely on the main demographic of multi-component/peak
sources, and leave for future work the issue of tackling un-
balanced datasets with rarer sources.
Upon applying the above two selection criteria on DR1,
we obtain a data set E that has 10,744 RGZ subjects. Fig-
ure 2 shows the CL distribution of sources in E across the
six morphology classes. Most one-component sources have
high CL (with medians of 1C-1P and 1C-3P reaching the
maximum CL value of 1.0) due to their relative simplicity.
In particular, 1,133 out of 1,412 (80%) 1C-3P sources have
CLs equal to 1.0, which explains why its box in Figure 2
is collapsed to a line when the first and third quartiles are
both 1.0. 1C-2P has a slightly lower median CL (0.98) than
that of 1C-1P or 1C-3P, but its third quartile also reaches
1.0. On the other hand, multi-component/peak sources have
much lower CLs in general. For example, most CLs of both
2C-2P and 2C-3P are distributed between 0.69 and 0.85 with
0.76 as their medians. CLs of 3C-3P sources have a similar
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Figure 2. The distribution of the consensus level (CL) across six
morphology classes in the data set that consists of 10,744 RGZ
subjects selected from DR1. The whiskers above and below the
box represent the maximum and minimum CL (fixed at 0.6 by the
first criterion). The box itself spans the third and the first quartile
CL. Note that since 80% of 1C-3P sources have a CL of 1.0, its
box is reduced to a single horizontal line when its interquarter
range becomes 0. The horizontal (orange) line inside each box is
the median.
Table 2. Basic properties of the training and testing data sets
used by ClaRAN. One subject may contain multiple sources.
One source may contain multiple components and multiple radio
peaks.
Set Subjects Sources Components Peaks
Training 6,141 6,978 9,566 12,441
Testing 4,603 4,858 7,397 9,885
Total 10,744 11,836 16,963 22,326
median of 0.73 and a distribution between 0.66 and 0.81. Al-
though CLs vary between these two groups of single-/multi-
component sources, reaching consensus naturally becomes
harder with increasing morphological complexity associated
with multi-component sources. Given the above reasons we
define the morphology classes listed in Table 3 as ground-
truth morphology for both training and testing.
3.3 Training and testing sets
We randomly split the data set E described in Section 3.2
into two subsets — the training set that contains 6,141 sub-
jects, and the testing set that contains 4,603 subjects. Their
basic properties are summarized in Table 2. Table 3 shows
the morphology distribution of radio sources across six com-
binations of components and peaks. Although the number
of 1C 1P sources is far greater than sources of other mor-
phology classes in Table 3, the evaluation in Section 5 will
show that ClaRAN is not biased towards 1C 1P sources.
To generate the ground-truth location — both location
and size of each known source within a given subject — we
produce a square bounding box for each source based on its
Table 3. Number of radio sources (Consensus Level ≥ 0.6) for
each morphology class in the training and testing data sets. A
morphology class is represented as a combination of the number
of Components C and the number of Peaks P. Consensus level is
discussed in Section 3.2 and further illustrated in Table 1
Set 1C-1P 1C-2P 1C-3P 2C-2P 2C-3P 3C-3P
Training 3,518 810 728 647 609 666
Testing 1,782 521 684 604 599 668
Total 5,300 1,331 1,412 1,251 1,208 1,334
Figure 3. The distribution of bounding box sizes (width or
height) in the training set for each morphology class. Note that
the FIRST image pixel size is 1.375”, therefore the 3’ × 3’ angular
size of each subject corresponds to 132×132 pixels, which sets the
maximum possible value of the box size.
physical attributes defined in the RGZ dataset. We use its
central location RA and DEC as the box center, and calcu-
late the sky coordinates Sc of the box’s four corners using
the RGZ DR1 max_angular_extent parameter, which is an
estimate of the source’s angular size for all RGZ consensus
sources as detailed in Banfield et al. (2015) and Wong et al.
(in preparation). We then convert Sc into pixel coordinates
Pc that can be processed by imaging software libraries. An
extra step is taken to ensure the first element of Pc repre-
sents the top left corner as required by formats such as PNG
or JPEG rather than the bottom left corner as in the FITS
format.
Figure 3 shows the size distribution of generated
ground-truth boxes (i.e. radio sources) in the training set.
The median size of the box appears positively correlated
with the number of peaks, and if two sources have the
same number of peaks, the one with more components has
a slightly bigger size. Several extraordinarily large three-
component sources almost cover the entire image.
3.4 Derived datasets
The original RGZ dataset contains FIRST radio images (in
both FITS and PNG formats) and WISE infrared PNG im-
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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ages. While the beam size of the FIRST survey is 5 arcsec,
the size of each FITS pixel is about 1.375 arcsec. Therefore
the angular size of a 132 by 132 pixel RGZ subject is ∼ 3-
arcmin × 3-arcmin. An example RGZ subject with the radio
source FIRST J014110.8+121353 is shown as a PNG image
F in Figure 4, and its WISE infrared counterpart is shown
as image W underneath F. Note that F is exported from the
original FITS format as a three-channel (RGB) image under
the ‘cool’ colormap using DS9 (Joye & Mandel 2003). To ef-
fectively train ClaRAN, we derive four additional datasets
— D1, D2, D3 and D4 — from F and W . While both F
and D1 display radio emission only, F uses the DS9 linear-
zscale scale to represent flux values in the PNG format,
whereas D1 uses the DS9 log-min-max scale. The rationale
of creating D1 is to reveal the internal structures, but po-
tentially at the cost of exposing more background noise. In
this example, three separate radio peaks can be identified in
D1 by eye but they appear blended together in F. It should
be noted that training and testing on datasets F or D1 do
not involve any infrared images.
Similar to D1, D2 also uses the DS9 log-min-max scale.
However, it increases the intensity of D1’s red channel by
corresponding pixel values in W while keeping D1’s blue and
green channels unchanged. This essentially overlays infrared
sources as red blobs on top of radio sources. The intention
is to let ClaRAN learn interaction patterns between the
host galaxy (if detected in WISE) and its surrounding radio
emission. D3 aims to achieve the same goal but operates in
the opposite direction. It generates 5σ contours4 based on
surface brightness as recorded in the FIRST FITS file, and
then overlays the radio contours on top of W . The RGZ Web
user interface allows citizen scientists to transition between
F and D3 (with a different level of sigma and contour colors)
via a slider. Detailed descriptions of the RGZ interface can
be found in Banfield et al. (2015).
We notice that there are numerous infrared sources in
W that are not directly related to the overlaid radio con-
tours/sources. Their existence may mislead ClaRAN to
learn patterns from noise rather than features. To allevi-
ate this issue, D4 generates a convex hull5 over (sample
points on) all radio contours in D3. The convex hull here
denotes the union area enclosed by all radio contours on the
infrared image. For each channel c, D4 masks pixels out-
side the convex hull with the mean pixel value of c over
all images in the training set. As a result, we remove all
the infrared signals that do not fall within the convex hull.
Since the convex hull covers all radio contours, it should ex-
pose sufficient infrared signals to capture the interplay be-
tween all radio sources/components. However, this cannot
deal with certain special cases where a host galaxy is situ-
ated outside the union area formed by all radio source com-
ponents within a subject. Such examples include remnant
radio galaxies (there is no core) or there are faint, compact,
separate (i.e. disconnected) lobes on opposite sides of WISE
objects in the RGZ subjects. For these cases D3 is perhaps
more appropriate. Future research should investigate more
4 Unlike the RGZ Web interface which uses 4σ contours, we se-
lected 5σ to reduce potential contamination from noise artefacts
that are present in some fields.
5 http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConvexHull.html
Figure 4. Based on the input FIRST image FIRST
J014110.8+121353, examples of derived datasets are shown
as D1, D2, D3, and D4. These maps are discussed in more detail
in Section 3.4.
optimal and generalizable data fusion techniques that, for
example, have the advantages of both D3 and D4.
4 DATA PIPELINE
In this section, we introduce our dual-task, end-to-end data
pipeline based on the Faster R-CNN method. By dual-task,
we mean the pipeline trains a detector to learn two separate
tasks — localization and recognition. While both tasks share
the same input features derived from the convolutional layer,
the learning outcome of the first task will directly affect the
learning performance of the second task. By end-to-end, we
mean the entire training pipeline has only a single step of
optimization, and the two tasks are trained simultaneously
in a single training iteration. It also means little human in-
volvement is needed for deriving hand-crafted features, and
feature extraction is driven primarily by convolutional ker-
nels learned from training sets rather than prior assumptions
imposed by experts. Figure 5 shows the data pipeline during
the training stage, which we explain in detail below.
4.1 Pre-processing
In the first phase, three pre-processing operations — zero-
centering, size scaling, and horizontal flipping — are per-
formed on-the-fly in a streaming mode on each input image.
Zero-centering involves (1) calculating the mean µC for
each channel C across the entire training set, and (2) sub-
tracting µC from each pixel of C in a given input image I.
Since the subsequent convolutional filters are also initialized
as truncated Gaussians centered at zero with a small stan-
dard deviation (0.01 in our training pipeline), filter response
R from I is also zero-centered with a small variance. R is
then transformed by the subsequent Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) (Nair & Hinton 2010) activation function defined as
A(x) = max(0, x) to output the feature map. It has been re-
ported (Krizhevsky et al. 2012) that ReLU, while simple and
efficient to compute, accelerates the convergence of the opti-
mization procedure such as the Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Figure 5. The end-to-end training pipeline that learns two
related tasks simultaneously. The solid arrow denotes forward
dataflow, in which a list L f of parameterised functions are com-
puted consecutively on each image batch. The output from L f ,
known as ‘prediction’, is fed to the loss function (step 5) to calcu-
late the error between ground truths and predictions. The error
is converted to the global gradient, and propagated (via local
gradient updates) backward to each function in L f so that they
can adjust their parameters to reduce the errors. The alteration
of forward dataflow and backward gradient flow is repeated for
each image batch, iteratively minimizing the loss function until
the error converges below a threshold.
(SGD) by a factor of six. Moreover, it often results in su-
perior solutions (Glorot et al. 2011; Zeiler et al. 2013) than
more traditional, sigmoid-like activation functions. During
SGD, if all Rs are closely centered around zero, given a fixed
pixel p, it is highly likely p in some R becomes positive to
activate ReLU (for non-zero gradient descent), which will be
less likely without zero-centering.
The largest receptive field6 of a neuron in the last shared
convolutional feature map is 228. Figure 3 shows that the
median box size of 3C 3P is slightly below 50. Therefore
we scale up the image size by a factor of 228/50 = 4.56 to
match the median box size to the final receptive field size.
This involves increasing the height and width of the (fused)
image from 132×132 pixels to 600×600 pixels using the bilin-
ear interpolation. Moreover, we scale up coordinates of each
ground-truth box by the same factor 4.56. It should be noted
that scaling up the image size does not scale pixel intensi-
ties, which is a useful pre-processing technique (Stark et al.
2018) that we will explore in our future work for ClaRAN.
During training, we use horizontal flipping to create a
symmetric counterpart for a given input image I by append-
ing an extra image I ′ that reverses the pixels order along
the horizontal axis of I. This allows ClaRAN to expect dif-
ferent source orientations other than provided in the origi-
nal training set. We also create horizontally flipped ground-
truth boxes to match the flipped image I ′.
6 Section 4.2 describes the concept of receptive field and Eq. 2
defines its calculation
4.2 Convolutional network
The Convolutional Network (ConvNet) — including Lay-
ers 1 to 17 in Table 4 — performs feature extraction in order
to produce feature maps shared by both tasks and their as-
sociated networks. The basic two dimensional convolution
operation at each layer can be expressed as:
Y (m, n) = A
( C∑
k=1
W∑
j=1
H∑
i=1
X(k, i, j)K(k,m − i, n − j) + B
)
(1)
In Eq.1 X is an input image or an intermediary tensor with C
planes (or ‘channels’ for RGB images), height H, and width
W . Y is the output of the convolution, i.e. the feature map.
Y (m, n) denotes Y ’s value at row m and column n. K is a
centre-originated kernel with channel C, height and width s,
and K(k, a, b) = 0 if |a| or |b| > s2 . Note that a feature map of
one convolutional layer becomes the input (i.e. X) of the next
convolutional layer. B is the bias tensor that has the same
dimensions as the feature map Y . A is the element-wise ReLU
activation function. Only K and B have learnable parameters
that are updated during back-propagation through SGD.
We use the first 17 layers (13 weight layers and 4 pool-
ing layers) from the VGG-16 (Configuration D) network (Si-
monyan & Zisserman 2014) as the architecture of the con-
volutional network. This is shown in Table 4 from layer 1 to
layer 17). Compared to other convolutional networks, a neu-
ron in a VGG-16 convolution feature map has a smaller local
field of view — the receptive field (Hubel & Wiesel 1962) —
a 3×3 region from its input layer. However, stacking multiple
convolutional layers gradually increases the global receptive
field — i.e. the region in the input image. Neurons in the
final feature map (i.e. layer 17 in Table 4) has a receptive
field of size 228 × 228 when k is set to 17 in Eq. 2:
rk = rk−1 + [( fk − 1) ×
k−1∏
i=1
si] (2)
where rk−1 denotes the size of the receptive field of neurons
at layer k −1, fk is the filter width/height (the third column
of Table 4) at layer k, and si is the stride of layer i (the
fourth column of Table 4). More importantly, stacking in-
creases the number of non-linear activations since each con-
volutional layer has its own ReLU non-linearities. It is these
non-linearities that ultimately offer the network discrimina-
tive capabilities for feature extraction. It should be noted
that the size S of the receptive field of a single neuron does
not limit ClaRAN from detecting sources larger than S.
This is because a feature map consists of multiple neurons,
which collectively can detect much larger objects.
Figure 6 shows feature maps produced by the last
shared convolution network layer (i.e. layer 17 Conv5 3 in
Table 4). The features are extracted from the input image
FIRST J014110.8+121353 shown in Figure 4. The extrac-
tion were performed after the completion of training, which
consists of 80,000 iterations of forward computation and
backward propagation in order to find optimal values for
all the kernel weights in the ConvNet. Visual inspection re-
veals some resemblance between the input image and each
one of the 64 feature maps that capture the shape of the
radio jets. However, each feature map exposes distinct fea-
tures produced by a different set of kernels, each of which
has learned to find and match a unique set of patterns from
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Figure 6. 64 feature maps produced by Layer 18 (Table 4) given
the input image FIRST J014110.8+121353 (i.e. the example D1
dataset in Figure 4). The first 64 of the total 512 channels are
shown, and each channel is visualized as a (37 by 37) grey-scale
matrix, and white colors denote matrix elements with higher val-
ues. The feature map at row 3 column 5 (R3C5, channel 21) ap-
pears to be the outcome of cutting out the entire radio emission,
revealing the overall contour of the source. R2C1 and R2C3 (chan-
nel 9 and 11) appear to represent the top and bottom part of the
source respectively as if they were separated by a gap tilting along
the direction of the jet. More interestingly and importantly, we
always find similar features at the same channel for different in-
put images. This shows that the convolution kernels have learned
something intrinsic and constant across different subjects.
its input tensors. Collectively, these feature maps provide
input for the two tasks to learn.
The parameters in the 13 weight layers are essentially
shared by all following layers starting from layer 18, and
are learned jointly by both task 1 (localization) and task 2
(recognition). To initialize weights in layer 1 to 17, we load
public VGG-16 model weights7 pre-trained from the Ima-
geNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015). We then freeze the weights
of the first four convolutional layers (1, 2, 4, and 5) by assum-
ing low-level features learned by these filters remain constant
across different domains, and set free weights in higher layers
in order for them to learn higher level structures and pat-
terns unique to radio galaxy morphology. We choose these
four layers because their neurons have relatively small re-
ceptive fields — 5 × 5, 6 × 6, 14 × 14, and 16 × 16 pixels
on the scaled 600 × 600 pixel image — well suited to cap-
ture low-level, local features8. Compared to learning these
7 http://www.deeplearningmodel.net/
8 The next convolutional layer 7 has a receptive field of 32 × 32
pixels (thus 7 × 7 pixels on the original image), which equate to
the first quartile size of 1C 1P sources, and therefore too large for
low-level feature extraction.
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Figure 7. A dataflow diagram for LocNet and RecNet. Each el-
lipse represents a Function defined in the second column of Table
4. Solid ellipses appear in both training and testing, but dot-
ted ones are used for training only. For example, Anchor_Target
and RoI_Proposal_Target dynamically generate ground truths
for training given a subject — i.e. positive and negative anchors
in Anchor_Target or proposal-source offsets and morphology class
for each proposal in RoI_Proposal_Target. These two operations
are only used during training, and are removed during testing.
Similarly, solid arrows, which denote the dataflow between two
data transformations, appear in both training and testing, and
dotted ones are used only for training, and dashed ones represent
dataflows for testing only. The four gray rectangles denote the
four loss functions — Eq. 4, Eq. 6, Eq. 10, Eq. 9 — in a clock-
wise order. Since loss functions are minimised during training,
dataflows that provide inputs to these functions are all dotted
arrows.
weights from scratch, we find that using pre-trained weights
significantly improves the detection performance given the
same amount of training time.
4.3 Localization network
The localization network (LocNet) — layers 18 to 22 in Table
4 — is trained to propose a set R of Region of Interest (RoI)
proposals (boxes) given a subject, and each RoI proposal
r ∈ R represents a potential radio source.
4.3.1 Regional Proposal Network
The LocNet starts with a mini-network — the Regional Pro-
posal Network (RPN) (Ren et al. 2017), which consists of
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Table 4. The Faster R-CNN model used by ClaRAN, which consists of three networks — the Convolutional network (ConvNet, layers
1 to 17), the Localization network (LocNet, layers 18 to 22), and the Recognition network (RecNet, layers 23 to 29). Functions in
ConvNet are either convolution operations (e.g. Conv1_1) or max pooling operations (e.g. MaxPool_1). Functions in LocNet and RecNet
are explained in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 respectively. The Filter/Input tensor size in ConvNet refers to the convolutional/pooling
filter size, whose first three dimensions (left to right) are the height, width, and depth of the filter. For convolutional filters, the fourth
dimension denotes the number of filters. The Output tensor size in ConvNet refers to the height, width, and depth of the output feature
map. Convolution operations in LocNet — RPN_Conv, Anchor_Cls_Conv, and Anchor_Reg_Conv — also have the same four-dimension filter
sizes. Input and output tensor sizes for other functions are explained in Section 4.3 and 4.4. All Activations associated with convolution
and dense-layer functions (i.e. FC_6 and FC_7) are ReLU. The model in total consists of 136, 777, 443 “trainable” parameters, which are
summed over all rows of the last column.
Layer Function Filter/Input tensor size Activation Stride Output tensor size No. of parameters
0 Input 600 × 600 × 3 - - - 0
1 Conv1 1 3 × 3 × 3 × 64 ReLU 1 600 × 600 × 64 1,728
2 Conv1 2 3 × 3 × 64 × 64 ReLU 1 600 × 600 × 64 36,864
3 MaxPool 1 2 × 2 × 64 - 2 300 × 300 × 64 0
4 Conv2 1 3 × 3 × 64 × 128 ReLU 1 300 × 300 × 128 73,728
5 Conv2 2 3 × 3 × 128 × 128 ReLU 1 300 × 300 × 128 147,456
6 MaxPool 2 2 × 2 × 128 - 2 150 × 150 × 128 0
7 Conv3 1 3 × 3 × 128 × 256 ReLU 1 150 × 150 × 256 294,912
8 Conv3 2 3 × 3 × 256 × 256 ReLU 1 150 × 150 × 256 589,824
9 Conv3 3 3 × 3 × 256 × 256 ReLU 1 150 × 150 × 256 589,824
10 MaxPool 3 2 × 2 × 256 - 2 75 × 75 × 256 0
11 Conv4 1 3 × 3 × 256 × 512 ReLU 1 75 × 75 × 512 1,179,648
12 Conv4 2 3 × 3 × 512 × 512 ReLU 1 75 × 75 × 512 2,359,296
13 Conv4 3 3 × 3 × 512 × 512 ReLU 1 75 × 75 × 512 2,359,296
14 MaxPool 4 2 × 2 × 512 - 2 37 × 37 × 512 0
15 Conv5 1 3 × 3 × 512 × 512 ReLU 1 37 × 37 × 512 2,359,296
16 Conv5 2 3 × 3 × 512 × 512 ReLU 1 37 × 37 × 512 2,359,296
17 Conv5 3 3 × 3 × 512 × 512 ReLU 1 37 × 37 × 512 2,359,296
18 RPN Conv 3 × 3 × 512 × 512 ReLU 1 512 × 37 × 37 2,359,296
19 Anchor Cls Conv 1 × 1 × 512 × 12 - 1 12 × 37 × 37 6,144
Anchor Cls Conv RS 12 × 37 × 37 - - (6 × 37) × 37 × 2 0
20 Anchor Cls Softmax (6 × 37) × 37 × 2 - - (6 × 37) × 37 × 2 0
Anchor Cls Softmax RS (6 × 37) × 37 × 2 - - 37 × 37 × 12 0
20 Anchor Target 12 × 372, gt box × 5 - - 372× 12, 372× 24 0
19 Anchor Reg Conv 1 × 1 × 512 × 24 - 1 24 × 37 × 37 12,288
21 RoI Proposal 372× 12, 24 × 372 - - NMS TopN × (4 + 1) 0
22 RoI Proposal Target NMS TopN × 5, gt box × 5 - - RoI batch × 1, RoI batch × 28 0
23 ST RoI Pool 37 × 37 × 512, RoI batch × 5 - - RoI batch × 7 × 7 × 512 0
24 FC 6 RoI batch × 7 × 7 × 512 ReLU - RoI batch × 4096 102,764,544
25 DropOut 6 RoI batch × 4096 - - RoI batch × 4096 0
26 FC 7 RoI batch × 4096 ReLU - RoI batch × 4096 16,781,312
27 DropOut 7 RoI batch × 4096 - - RoI batch × 4096 0
28 FC Cls Score RoI batch × 4096 - - RoI batch × 7 28,679
28 FC Reg Pred RoI batch × 4096 - - RoI batch × (7 × 4) 114,716
29 Cls SoftMax RoI batch × 7 - - RoI batch × 7 0
two layers of three convolutional functions. Layer 18 slides
512 filters over Layer 17 Conv5_3. Each filter outputs a
[37×37]matrix, and all filters in total produce a [512×37×37]
feature map — RPN_Conv. Reshaping it to [37×37×512], we
treat RPN_Conv as a grid of 37 × 37 pixels, and each pixel xi
(where i = 1...372) has 512 values.
The first step of the RPN is to construct k anchors,
which are boxes of different sizes and aspect ratios affixed
at the centre of each xi . These k anchors act as ‘prior boxes’,
some of which have the potential to grow into RoI propos-
als. Since anchors are stationary and input-invariant, they
constitute a fixed reference grid to locate radio source can-
didates across the entire feature map in parallel. All that is
left to figure out is which and how anchors could be shifted
and scaled in order to become RoI proposals.
We set k = 6 to cover scales [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32] and aspect
ratio [1.0]. Since the total number of strides on Conv5_3
after four layers of 2 × 2 max poolings9 (i.e. Layer 3, 6, 10,
and 14 in Table 4) is 24 = 16, the anchor sizes projected
back on the 600 × 600 subject are [16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512].
We keep the anchor aspect ratio to 1 since all ground-truth
9 Stride controls the offset by which the convolutional filter shifts
across the input tensor, and max pooling downsamples the input
tensor by selecting the maximum pixel in every sub-region con-
volved with the pooling filter.
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boxes are squares although the proposed RoI may not be
fully square due to the spatial offset described later. As a
result, RPN_Conv corresponds to a set A of 6 × 372 = 8214
anchors.
For each anchor a of each xi , Layer 19 maps a to two
vectors. Anchor_Cls_Conv transforms a into the objectness
score ®op = [bkg_score, source_score]. Anchor_Reg_Conv
transforms a into the anchor-source offset ®d = [d1, d2, d3, d4].
Given anchor a’s spatial extent (ax, ay, aw, ah), Eq. 3 (Gir-
shick et al. 2014) takes ®d as input, and outputs the spatial
extent — centre coordinates, width, and height — of the RoI
proposal. Therefore, ®d essentially predicts how a ought to be
shifted and scaled to become a RoI proposal — surrounding
some source inside its bounding box.
S(®d ; a) = (d1aw + ax, d2ah + ay, ed3aw, ed4ah ) (3)
Both transformations in Layer 19 can be expressed by
a fully connected layer, performing dot products between its
weight vector ®wj and xi , where j = 1...6m, and | ®wj | = 512.
We let m = 2 for Anchor_Cls_Conv and m = 4 for An-
chor_Reg_Conv. In practice, these two transformations are
implemented using 6m filters of 1 × 1 × 512 convolutions for
improved performance and efficiency. This is shown in Layer
19 (Anchor_Cls_Conv and Anchor_Reg_Conv) in Table 4.
To train Anchor_Cls_Conv and Anchor_Reg_Conv, the
RPN relies on Anchor_Target to dynamically generate
ground truths for each anchor a ∈ A. The ground truth for
the objectness score vector is a scalar og, denoting a neg-
ative anchor by 0 or a positive by 1. It indicates whether
a matches a nearby ground-truth box (generated in Section
3.3) b, and its quantity is determined by the Intersection-
over-Union (IoU) overlap a∩ba∪b . a is positive if either (1) it
has an IoU higher than a threshold τ with any ground-truth
boxes or (2) it has the highest IoU if no anchors are positive.
We set τ to 0.7 as a reasonable balance between loose (e.g.
0.5) and tight (e.g. 0.9) overlap values. An anchor is negative
if its highest IoU overlap (with some ground-truth box) is
less than 1− τ, i.e. 0.3 in our tests. Anchors that are neither
positive nor negative are excluded from training. Random
selection is used to ensure the total number of negative and
positive anchors is equal to the batch size B = 256 for each
subject. Moreover, efforts were made to keep the ratio be-
tween the positive and the negative roughly at 1 : 1 to avoid
unbalanced training sets. The loss function for training An-
chor_Cls_Conv against each batch is defined as:
Lac =
1
B
B∑
i=1
{
− [ log (softmax( ®opi )) • one_hot(ogi )]} (4)
where function softmax(·) converts ®opi into a probability
distribution, and function one_hot(·) encodes the scalar ogi
into a vector.
The ground truth for the predicted anchor-source offset
vector ®d is calculated using the inverse of S defined as:
S−1(®b ; a) = ( bx − ax
aw
,
by − ay
ah
, log
bw
aw
, log
bh
ah
)
= (g1, g2, g3, g4) = ®g
(5)
Given anchor a and its spatial extent (ax, ay, aw, ah), Eq.
5 takes as input the spatial extent vector ®b of a ground-
truth box b, with which a has the highest IoU among all
ground-truth boxes, and outputs the true (actual) anchor-
source offset ®g = [g1, g2, g3, g4]. The loss function for training
Anchor_Reg_Conv is defined as:
Lar =
1
|A′ |
|A′ |∑
i=1
( 4∑
j=1
[
smooth_L1(dj − gj ) ogi
] )
(6)
in which A′ ⊂ A, and |A′ | = 5241. A\A′ includes anchors that
lie (partially) outside the subject, and function smooth_L1
is a Huber loss (Huber et al. 1964).
4.3.2 RoI Proposal
In the second step of LocNet, the RoI_Proposal layer shifts
every anchor a ∈ A by ®d based on Eq. 3, yielding 6×372 can-
didate RoI proposals. After excluding unreasonably small
candidates (i.e. less than 4 × 4 pixels in the subject), it
sorts remaining proposals by their source objectness scores
softmax( ®op)[1] in a descending order, and selects the top
M proposals (M is a hyper-parameter set to 6000) for
pruning using the Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) algo-
rithm (Neubeck & Van Gool 2006). Iterating over the sorted
list of M proposals, NMS accepts a proposal p′ with the
highest source objectness score, then discards all subsequent
proposals whose IoU overlap with p′ is greater than a thresh-
old (a hyper-parameter set to 0.7) and repeats the procedure
with the remaining proposals until the end of the list. Fi-
nally only the top P scoring proposals are kept after NMS
pruning, where P is a hyper-parameter set to 2000 and 5 for
training and testing respectively.
During testing, each one of the 5 proposals p ∈ P is
directly fed to the Recognition Network (RecNet) (cf. Section
4.4) to predict (1) the proposal-source offset ®u, by which p
ought to be shifted and scaled in order to become a nearby
ground-truth box, and (2) the morphology class m (cf. Table
3) of p. However, to train RecNet to perform such prediction
during training, each one of the 2000 p ∈ P goes through the
RoI_Proposal_Target layer, which aims to produce ground
truths for both ®u and m. For each p ∈ P and given a set T of
ground-truth boxes associated with the subject, the ground-
truth box t ∈ T that has the highest IoU with p is the target
of p. The ground-truth of ®u for p is then calculated as:
S−1(®t ; p) = ( tx − px
pw
,
ty − py
ph
, log
tw
pw
, log
th
ph
)
= (q1, q2, q3, q4) = ®q
(7)
The ground truth of m is a scalar v ∈ {0...6} denoting six
morphology classes (1 − 6) plus the background class (0).
However, since each t ∈ T contains a radio source with a
given morphology defined in Table 3, v cannot possibly take
the value of 0 to represent the background target. To address
this, the Faster R-CNN model treats as background propos-
als the set G ⊂ P of proposals whose IoUs with their targets
are within the range of [0.1, 0.5], and the ground truth of m
for each g ∈ G is manually set to 0. Similarly, a proposal is
foreground if its IoU with its target is greater than 0.5. Ran-
dom selection is used to (1) adjust the number of foreground
and background proposals such that the ratio between the
two is approximately 1 : 3, and (2) to further reduce the total
number of RoI proposals from 2000 to 128, thus |P | = 128.
The output of the RoI_Proposal_Target layer — P, and the
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ground-truth ®q and v associated with each p ∈ P — is fed
to RecNet for training.
4.4 Recognition network
For each subject, RecNet accepts two inputs — (1) the
feature map F produced by the convolution network layer
Conv5_3 and (2) the set of RoI proposals P produced
by either the RoI_Proposal layer during testing or the
RoI_Proposal_Target layer during training. For each p ∈ P,
the first layer of RecNet — ST_RoI_Pool — crops the RoI
r out of F based on p, and down-samples r into a feature
map f of size 512 × 7 × 7. The original Faster R-CNN (Ren
et al. 2017) study uses RoI pooling (Girshick 2015) for down
sampling. It works by evenly partitioning each channel of r
into a 7 × 7 grid of sub-sections, each of which has an ap-
proximate size 37/7×37/7, and max-pooling the values from
each sub-window to form a single channel of f . However, the
issue with RoI pooling is that while it accepts both F and
P as input during forward pass, only the gradient w.r.t F
is calculated during backpropagation via max pooling. The
gradients w.r.t. P are completely ignored. In other words,
training errors caused by P are not sufficiently accounted for,
resulting in an approximate optimization solution at most.
To overcome this limitation, we use two tensor operations
defined in the Spatial Transformer Network (Jaderberg et al.
2015) to crop and down-sample r — the affine transforma-
tion Tθ and the bilinear sampling B. Since Tθ is differentiable
w.r.t. P, and B is differentiable w.r.t. both F and the output
of Tθ , the error gradients are able to flow back not only to F
but also to coordinates of each p ∈ P. Given the coordinates
[x1, x2, y1, y2] of p ∈ P, the affine transformation is defined
as:
Tθ (Gi) =

x2−x1
wF
0 x1+x2−wFwF
0 y2−y1hF
y1+y2−hF
hF

©­­«
u f
i
v
f
i
1
ª®®¬ =
(
uFi
vFi
)
(8)
where wF = 37 and hF = 37 are the width and height of F,
and Gi = (u fi , v
f
i
) ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 72 − 1} are coordinates of the
regular grid on f , and (uFi , vFi ) are coordinates of the sample
points on F.
The output from ST_RoI_Pool is a set R of RoI feature
maps of size 512× 7× 7 and |M | = 128 and 5 for training and
testing respectively. The next fully-connected layer FC_6 re-
shapes R as a matrix R′ of size |M | × 25, 088, and uses a
weight matrix of size 25, 088 × 4, 096 to linearly transform
R′ into a |M | × 4, 096 matrix F1. During training, a dropout
layer (Srivastava et al. 2014) Dropout_6 is added such that
for a given element el of F1, Dropout_6 either resets the value
of el to 0 with a probability of 1−k or scales up the value of el
by a factor of 1k with a probability of k, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. Compared
to conventional regularization methods, Dropout is more ef-
fective and computationally efficient to prevent overfitting
for layers with a large number of parameters — 102 million
weights in the case of FC_6. After dropout updates, F1 is
transformed by another fully-connected layer FC_7 followed
by another dropout layer Dropout_6, producing a matrix F2
of size |M | × 4, 096. It should be noted that dropout layers
— Dropout_6 and Dropout_7 — are only used during train-
ing, and are skipped during testing as shown in Figure 7.
Both FC_6 and FC_7 use RELU as their internal activation
function to output F1 and F2.
The first output of RecNet contains scores of each RoI
r ∈ R against morphology classes defined in the first row
of Table 3. To produce such output, a fully-connected layer
FC_Cls_Score takes F2 as input, and produces as output an
|M |×7 matrix F3, whose value at row i and column j denotes
the score of the ith RoI in R being an instance of class j,
and 1 ≤ i < |M |, 0 ≤ j ≤ 6. During training, F3 is used as
the input of the classification log-loss function RoI_Cls_Loss
shown as the gray-rectangle at the bottom of Figure 7. The
formal expression of RoI_Cls_Loss Lrc is defined as:
Lrc =
1
|M |
|M |∑
i=1
{
− [ log (softmax(F3[i])) • one_hot(vi)]} (9)
where scalar vi ∈ {0...6} denotes the ground truth
class for the ith RoI in R, and is provided by the
RoI_Proposal_Target layer as described in Section 4.3.2.
The softmax function in the Cls_SoftMax layer converts the
ith row of F3 into a discrete probability distribution vector®d, whose jth element represents the probability of RoI i be-
ing an instance of class j. In practice, the morphology class
mˆ with the highest probability is often chosen as the output
classification result.
The second output of RecNet contains the proposal-
source offsets of each r ∈ R for each morphology class. To
produce such output, the FC_Reg_Pred layer takes F2 as in-
put, and produces as output an |M | × 28 matrix F4, whose
values at row ith and between columns [4 j, 4 j + 4] denote
the proposal-source offsets of the ith RoI for class j, and
1 ≤ i < |M |, 0 ≤ j ≤ 6. During training, F4 is used as the
input of the regression loss function RoI_Reg_Loss (the rect-
angle at the bottom right of Figure 7), which is defined as:
Lrr =
1
|M |
|M |∑
i=1
( [
smooth_L1( ®di j − ®gi j )
] )
(10)
where ®di j = [dx, dy, dw, dh] is the predicted proposal-source
offset of RoI i corresponding to its true morphology class
j, ®gi j = [gx, gy, gw, gh] is the ground-truth proposal-source
offset of i for the same true class j, and smooth_L1 is the
Huber loss function (Huber et al. 1964).
5 QUANTIFYING CLASSIFICATION
PRECISION
We implement the data pipeline described in Section 4 us-
ing Tensorflow (Abadi et al. 2016). Both training and testing
require GPU resources, and we deploy the pipeline to run
on both Tesla K40c (12GB device RAM) and Tesla P100
(16GB device RAM) GPUs. For training, we use the mo-
mentum optimizer to update network weights, and set the
initial learning rate to 0.001 with a decay rate of 0.1 for every
50,000 iterations. The training speed is about 0.52 seconds
and 0.11 seconds per iteration on K40 and P100 respectively.
Thus a pipeline instructed to execute 80,000 iterations re-
quires 3 to 12 hours of training time on provisioned GPU
resources. For testing, it takes the learned model 220 mil-
liseconds and 45 milliseconds per subject on K40c and P100
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Figure 8. Learning curves (on dataset D4) monitor the change of
training losses (Y-axis) as the training progresses by some num-
ber of iterations (X-axis). The top part denotes the case where
the low-level (i.e. layer 1, 2, 4, and 5 in Table 4) kernel weights
(N =259,716) are trainable — i.e. free to be updated during the
training process. The bottom part shows when those low-level
kernels weights freeze and are thus not updated during training.
The losses are sampled every 10 iterations during training, and
are only shown every 200 iterations for visualization. However,
both polynomials are plotted based on all collected loss samples.
respectively to generate detected radio sources, their associ-
ated morphology and probabilities.
5.1 Training error
The efficiency and effectiveness of the training pipeline is
largely determined by the training error, which is the sum
of the four losses defined in Eq. 4, 6, 9, and 10:
Training Error = Lac + Lar + Lrc + Lrr (11)
The goal of training is to reduce the training error on
the training set using various optimization techniques with-
out compromising the model generality on future unseen
datasets. To examine the change of training error, we com-
pare two learning curves in Figure 8, where the Y-axis de-
notes training errors and the X-axis represents the number
of iterations. As training proceeds on dataset D4, the av-
erage training error becomes smaller in both cases, reduced
from 0.35 to 0.05 for the bottom learning curve, and from
0.7 to 0.28 for the top curve. Both curves exhibit a sharp
plunge within the first 5,000 iterations, and turn into a more
steady descent afterwards. The downwards trend appears to
plateau out after 65,000 to 75,000 iterations for both curves,
suggesting the model has reached its learning capacity given
current network architecture and datasets.
Training errors in the bottom learning curve in Figure
8 are significantly smaller than those in the top curve. The
bottom learning curve was generated by the training process
in which low-level (i.e. layer 1, 2, 4, and 5 in Table 4) convolu-
tional kernels were set to read-only once loaded from the pre-
trained VGG-16 model, and were never updated throughout
training. The training process that produced the top curve,
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Figure 9. Training errors are decomposed into four losses (Eq.
11) stacked on top of one another every 10 iterations as the train-
ing progresses. Areas covered by dark diagonal lines denote the
RoI classification loss Lr c .
on the other hand, continuously updates these low-level ker-
nels during training. Since these low-level kernels have been
pre-trained using much larger datasets for an extended pe-
riod of time (e.g. several weeks), we believe they capture
features common enough to be shared across different do-
mains.
Figure 8 suggests that freezing these low-level kernels
in effect reduces the training error with a much higher ef-
ficiency. This is because pre-trained low-level weights be-
come fine-tuned and optimal in extracting low-level fea-
tures common to generic object detection tasks including
those in ClaRAN. If not retained during re-training (par-
ticularly given the high initial learning rate and different
loss functions), they are subject to gradient updates much
higher than those received towards the end of the ImageNet
pre-training. Consequently, they quickly diverge from the
current optimal region in the high-dimensional parameter
space.
Since the training error defined in Eq. 11 is the sum of
four loss terms, we visually break down the training error
as a stack plot shown in Figure 9. Initially, about 60% of
the training error was attributed to the RoI classification
loss Lrc . While the overall training error declines as train-
ing progresses, the portion of Lrc is gradually diminishing,
reaching to 35% in the end. On the other hand, the por-
tion of Lrr is increasing to above 55%. This suggests that
training of morphology classification is slightly more efficient
than that of localization regression. We find that the corre-
lation coefficients between Anchor errors (Lac and Lar ) and
Lrr are slightly higher than those between Anchor errors
(Lac and Lar ) and Lrc , suggesting RoI regression is more
sensitive to errors caused by the region proposal network.
Moreover, there is a moderate positive correlation (0.508)
between Lrc and Lrr since these two tasks share a large
number of weights in the fully-connected layers 24 and 26,
which contain 87.4% of the parameters stored in the model.
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5.2 Testing metrics and evaluation
To evaluate ClaRAN against the testing set, we use a sin-
gle evaluation metric — the mean Average Precision (mAP).
The Average Precision (AP) is a function of both reliabil-
ity and completeness, which are referred to as precision and
recall respectively in machine learning. Precision measures
the fraction of identified sources that are correct according
to the RGZ ground truth and Recall refers to the fraction
of RGZ ground-truth radio sources that have been identi-
fied. Given a morphology class m ∈ 1...6, let Lm denote a list
of radio sources detected by ClaRAN as “class m sources”
from all subjects in the testing set, and let Tm denote a set
of radio sources that are truly of morphology m contained in
the testing set. Sources in Lm are ranked by their morphol-
ogy class probabilities (P-values) in a descending order. The
Average Precision APm for morphology class m is calculated
as:
APm =
∑ |Lm |
k=1 (P(k) × tp(k))
|Tm | (12)
where tp(k) is an indicator function equaling 1 if Lm[k] is
a true positive detection, 0 otherwise, and P(k) denotes the
precision calculated up to element Lm[k]:
P(k) =
∑k
i=1(tp(i))
k
, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Lm | (13)
A detected source K ∈ Lm in subject S is true positive if
and only if the IoU (defined in Section 4.3.1) between K and
some ground-truth sources of class m in S is greater than
0.5.
Finally the mean Average Precision (mAP) is calculated
as:
mAP =
∑6
m=1(APm)
6
(14)
We apply Eq. 12 and Eq. 14 to evaluate the testing set de-
tection results produced by five different data pre-processing
methods — F, D1, D2, D3, and D4 as discussed in Figure
4. The result of both AP and mAP for each method is pre-
sented in Table 5.
The results of F and D1 — pure radio emission —
are slightly better than D2, which simply places spatially-
aligned radio and infrared planes in different channels of
the input subject. This suggests that radio source detection
from multi-wavelength datasets requires different data fu-
sion techniques than those used for object detection from
common RGB images. We therefore explore several alterna-
tive data fusion methods, and found methods D3 and D4
have consistently achieved better AP and mAP than other
methods. On the other hand, not all fusion methods worked
as expected. For example, in one method, we prepend to the
network a 1× 1× 3 convolutional layer Szegedy et al. (2015),
which is then trained to learn optimal weighted averages
of fluxes from different channels in the original subject in-
put. However, this method is merely 0.5% better than D2,
achieving a mAP of 77.9%. We suspect the reason D3 and
D4 perform better is because their fusion method visually re-
sembles the RGZ Web interface, through which citizen scien-
tists have collectively produced the ‘RGZ truth’ for training
ClaRAN. However, we note that visual classification may
not always reflect the ‘true’ ground truth as the accuracy
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Figure 10. The trade-off between reliability and completeness
is shown by the PR curves against the unseen test dataset with
4,603 subjects using the pre-processing method D4. Each mor-
phology class has its own PR curve, which records the reliability
(Y-axis) achieved by ClaRAN (using method D4) at each level
of completeness (X-axis). The area under a PR curve is known as
Average Precision (AP), which has a discrete form expressed in
Eq. 12. Therefore, the top right curves, with larger area beneath
them, have greater APs.
of the classifications may be limited by the angular resolu-
tion, frequency or sensitivity of the observations. However,
the purpose of our work is to be able to replicate the accu-
racy standards set by visual classifications in an automated
fashion.
5.3 Reliability versus Completeness
The Precision-Recall (PR) curves plotted in Figure 10 shows
how ClaRAN deals with the trade-off between these two
metrics for different morphology classes. In general, PR
curves closer to the top right corner (e.g. 3C 3P) have better
mAPs than those further away from it. The 3C 3P PR curve
starts with a horizontal line (at the reliability level of 1.0)
until the completeness level reaches 0.6. This suggests that,
if we put all predicted 3C 3P sources into a list L sorted by
P-values in descending order, and let C be the set of ground-
truth 3C 3P sources in the testing set (where |C | = 668 as
per Table 3), then 60% of C (N = 400) are also the first 400
sources in L, and 80% of C (N = 534) are in the first 561
elements of L.
In contrast, in the PR curve for 1C 2P, the reliabil-
ity quickly drops immediately after 30% of the true 1C 2P
sources have been detected, and by the time the complete-
ness reaches 80%, nearly half of the detected 1C 2P sources
are false positives. This is consistent with the relatively poor
mAP results shown in Table 5. In particular, the wiggle sec-
tion between Completeness 0.1 and 0.2 of the PR curve is
caused by some top-ranked yet false positive 1C 2P detec-
tions. In general, false positives have lower P-values because
most PR curves in Figure 10 are smoothly bent downwards
to the right.
To identify potential causes for this, we show several
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Table 5. Evaluation of 5 data pre-processing methods using AP and mAP. Each row represents APs achieved by all five methods for a
given morphology class. The highest AP for each morphology class is highlighted in the bold face. Each column denotes APs achieved
by a particular method over all six morphology classes and the overall mAP. Method D4 has achieved the highest mAP, highest APs for
morphology 1C 1P and 2C 2P, and second highest AP for 3C 3P.
Methods F D1 D2 D3 D4
1C 1P 0.8087 0.8580 0.8242 0.8485 0.8784
1C 2P 0.6376 0.6882 0.6843 0.6746 0.7074
1C 3P 0.8250 0.8816 0.8561 0.8876 0.8941
2C 2P 0.7474 0.7014 0.7231 0.7983 0.8200
2C 3P 0.8087 0.7099 0.6989 0.8047 0.7916
3C 3P 0.7708 0.8636 0.8561 0.9424 0.9269
mean AP 78.5% 78.4% 77.4% 82.6% 83.6%
Figure 11. A ‘mis-classified’ source 1C 2P (bottom left) in sub-
ject FIRST J131100.4+034608 selected from the training set. From
left to right are: RGZ truth (white boxes), Sources detected by
ClaRAN (colored boxes), and 5σ radio contours overlaid on the
IR map. The bottom left source has a high probability (99%)
of being 1C 2P, which should have been 1C 1P according to the
RGZ truth. False positive detections such as this one (with a high
P-value) will cause the sudden drop of the 1C 2P PR curve shown
in Figure 10.
false positive 1C 2P examples taken from the training set.
Figure 11 shows ClaRAN outputs for two sources: a true
positive 1C 2P with a high P-value of 99% at the centre,
and a false positive 1C 2P at the lower left with an equally
high probability. It appears that this source is slightly elon-
gated, but it should be noted that ‘ground-truth peaks’ did
not come from RGZ user consensus but were automatically
produced by the RGZ DR1 pipeline. The false detection
in Figure 12 could be caused by the difference in the con-
tour level (4σ) used in DR1 and that (5σ) used for training
ClaRAN. This difference may prevent ClaRAN from dis-
tinguishing the two peaks at the top right. However, we find
that laying 4σ contours to train ClaRAN exposes more
unrelated noise in general, jeopardizing the overall detec-
tion performance. Our tests show that the D4 method could
Figure 12. A ‘mis-classified’ 1C 2P source in the middle of sub-
ject FIRST J110148.2+252746 with a relatively high probability of
(84%). According to the RGZ truth, it should have been 1C 3P.
But this mistake is more likely due to differences in the con-
tour level between the RGZ DR1 pipeline and the ClaRAN data
preparation.
only achieve an mAP of 78% when using 4σ contours. These
two examples show that resolving double peaks from a rel-
atively small single-component source (1C 2P) poses chal-
lenges to ClaRAN, which could potentially confuse a star
forming galaxy with an AGN. Identifying triple peaks from a
double-component source (2C 3P) also appears challenging
to ClaRAN.
Although ClaRAN does not agree with the RGZ truth
in terms of the number of peaks for certain 1C 2P and
2C 3P sources, we hypothesize that ClaRAN is able to cor-
rectly identify their components as exemplified in Figures 11
and 12. To verify this hypothesis, we re-organize sources in
the testing set into three morphology classes based on their
ground-truth “# of components” regardless of their ”# of
peaks”. We then re-categorize sources detected by ClaRAN
from 6 classes (as in the first column of Table 5) into 3
classes based solely on their “# of components”. For exam-
ple, sources of classes 1C 1P, 1C 2P and 1C 3P are merged
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Table 6. Evaluation of D3 and D4 based on a three-class scheme,
in which only the ground-truth “# of components” is used to
determine the classification of each radio source in the testing
set.
Morphology class D3 D4
1C [1P or 2P or 3P] 0.8644 0.9054
2C [2P or 3P] 0.8699 0.8946
3C 3P 0.9424 0.9269
mAP 89.2% 90.9%
Table 7. Evaluation of D3 and D4 in a ‘small’ (250 subjects)
testing set T , in which each subject has at least 2 RGZ DR1
sources within its 3-arcmin by 3-arcmin FoV. The first column
denotes the number of sources with the corresponding number of
components.
Source count Morphology D3 D4
487 1C 0.7452 0.8394
13 2C 0.2800 0.3892
5 3C 0.8850 0.2709
505 mAP 63.7% 50.0%
into a single class denoted by 1C [1P or 2P or 3P]. Finally,
we use Eq. 12 and Eq. 14 to evaluate D3 and D4 against
these three classes instead of the original six classes. The
result is shown in Table 6. All metrics in Table 6 are higher
than those in Table 5 (except for 3C 3P that remains un-
changed), particularly for 1C 2P and 2C 3P. This indicates
that ClaRAN is able to produce correct components for
most of the 1C 2P and 2C 3P sources, increasing overall
mAPs by nearly 8% for both D3 and D4. In practice, we
can recover ground-truth peaks by re-running the same peak
calculation algorithm used in DR1 on each RoI detected by
ClaRAN. Since this paper focuses on the development and
evaluation of a deep learning method, we leave for future
work the optimal integration of ClaRAN with other RGZ
data reduction and analysis algorithms.
5.4 Multi-source subjects
A key problem that RGZ aims to address is to distinguish
multiple unrelated sources from multiple components of sin-
gle sources. ClaRAN demonstrates this capability in Figure
1A, Figure 11 and 12 (regardless of peaks). However, a sta-
tistical measure is needed to quantify this capability. Since
94% of the subjects in the testing set (4,858 sources in 4,603
subjects) have only one radio source, mAPs in Table 5 and
6 do not effectively measure ClaRAN’s performance in sep-
arating multiple sources. Therefore, we create a ‘small’ data
set T , which includes every subject in the testing set that has
at least 2 sources. In total, T contains 505 such sources, ex-
cluding 4,353 single-source subjects (i.e. 4,353 sources) from
the original testing set.
Table 7 presents mAPs that are significantly lower than
those in Table 6. Although D3 achieves a reasonably good
AP (0.88) on 3-component (3C) sources, it performs very
poor on 2-component (2C) sources (0.28). While D4 has a
marginally improved 2C AP (0.38), its 3C AP is low. This
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Figure 13. The distribution of detected box sizes for each class
in the testing dataset. Similar to Figure 3, each box spans the
third and the first quartile size for a morphology.
shows that identification of multi-component sources from
multi-source subjects still poses a challenge to ClaRAN.
However, it is worth noting that the median CL of 2C and
3C sources in T is merely 0.64. Moreover, given the low num-
ber of sources (18) of classes 2C and 3C in T , their APs do
not constitute reliable statistical measures, and this is par-
ticularly true for 3C. Given that the RGZ DR1 (with more
than 11,000 multi-component sources with CL> 0.6) has the
largest set of multi-component radio sources that have been
visually classified and labelled to date, we need to obtain
additional datasets with far more multiple-source subjects
to obtain quantitative measures. This will be the main fo-
cus for our future work, which will update Table 7 based on
a larger number of multi-source subjects in the testing set.
5.5 Predicted box sizes
Since the RoI regression loss contributes 55% of the total
training error as shown in Figure 9, we compare the box
sizes detected by ClaRAN and the box sizes specified in
the RGZ truth in the testing set. Figure 13 shows the size
distributions of detected boxes for each morphology class in
the testing set. They appear visually consistent in terms of
medians and interquartile ranges with Figure 3. But how
do they compare to the testing-set ground truth? We calcu-
late the correlation coefficients between the size (width) of
each ClaRAN-generated box and the size of its matching
ground-truth (DR1) box. Table 8 shows that the correlation
coefficients are high (> 0.97) across all 6 morphology classes
for both D3 and D4. This suggests that box sizes predicted
by ClaRAN are very close to ground-truth values for all six
morphologies.
5.6 P-value versus Consensus level
In order to ascertain whether RGZ consensus levels might
have affected ClaRAN’s performance, we examine the dis-
tribution of classification probabilities (P-values) of radio
sources based on their RGZ consensus levels as shown in Fig-
ure 14. Intuitively, a higher level of consensus corresponds
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Table 8. Correlation coefficients between sizes of DR1 (ground-
truth) bounding boxes and sizes of boxes predicted by ClaRAN
for subjects in the testing set.
Morphology D3 D4
1C 1P 0.9718 0.9712
1C 2P 0.9877 0.9866
1C 3P 0.9933 0.9946
2C 2P 0.9940 0.9952
2C 3P 0.9934 0.9916
3C 3P 0.9939 0.9927
Figure 14. Comparisons between RGZ consensus levels (X-axis)
and ClaRAN classification probabilities (Y-axis) in the D4 test-
ing set. The consensus level is segmented into four bins. Given a
morphology class m within each bin, the box plot shows the dis-
tribution of classification probabilities of true positive detections
whose morphology is m.
to an easier case, which in turn should result in a more
“confident” classification result. This is indeed the case for
simple morphology 1C 1P, as CL increases from 0.6 to 1.0,
the inter-quartile range (IQR) becomes much smaller, thus
producing more stable and robust classifications, although
the increase of median P-value is negligible: ≤ 1%. However,
the reduction of IQR is because 50% of 1C 1P sources have
a CL close to 1 (as shown in Figure 2) and the total number
of 1C 1P sources is substantially greater than other classes
(as shown in Table 3).
It is worth noting that ClaRAN is not given any CL in-
formation whatsoever during both training and testing, and
it treats each ground-truth subject and source equally with-
out any CL-induced bias. This could explain the relatively
flat yet high median P-values across all morphology classes.
This suggests the CL-filtered sampling process described in
Section 3.2 is appropriate and does not introduce system-
atic bias correlated to consensus levels as far as training
ClaRAN is concerned.
5.7 Model capacity and overfitting
To investigate the impact of the large number of trainable
parameters (over 136 million) on model overfitting given
the relatively small training set (6,141 subjects), we con-
duct two experiments. In the first experiment, we reduce
the number of model parameters from 136 million to 23
million, and in the second one, we reduce it further to 18
million. This is achieved by reducing the dimension of the
two fully connected layers (Layer 24 and Layer 26 in Table
4) from 4,096 to 256 and 64 respectively. We re-train these
two ‘small-capacity’ networks using the same training set
(6,141 subjects), and test them against the same testing set
(4,603 subjects). Their test accuracy — mAPs of 82.9% and
81.7% — is slightly poorer than ClaRAN (mAP 83.6%).
This suggests that the ClaRAN model is not in the over-
fitting zone (Goodfellow et al. 2016), in which higher model
capacities correspond to higher test errors (thus lower test
accuracy). We contend that the following factors mitigate
overfitting in ClaRAN.
First, the sole purpose of the two Dropout layers (Layer
25 and 27 in Table 4) is to prevent ClaRAN from overfitting
during training, which is discussed in Section 4.4. Second,
Section 4.3 shows that, for each training subject, ClaRAN
dynamically generates thousands of RoI proposals and an-
chors to train the morphology classifier and the RoI regres-
sor. This means the actual number of training examples go-
ing through the classification and regression loss functions
(i.e. Eq 4, 6, 9, and 10) is on the order of millions rather than
thousands. Moreover, transfer learning (discussed in Section
4.2) ensures that all parameters in the convolutional layers
have been trained on the ImageNet dataset with millions of
training images. This is particularly relevant to those ‘frozen’
parameters in the low-level convolutional kernels.
For the above reasons, it is not essential to use other
data augmentation techniques (such as image rotation) to
enlarge the training set. More importantly, rotating an im-
age around the source center, as is done in Aniyan & Thorat
(2017), is not directly applicable to ClaRAN. This is be-
cause it is ClaRAN’s job to find sources on an image. The
pre-processing step cannot possibly ‘reveal’ a source S, and
rotate/crop the image around S since S (and its location) is
the very target ClaRAN needs to predict. It is possible to
blindly rotate the entire image/field around its own center
regardless of the location of the sources. However, doing so
may place some components of an extended source out of
the field if we do not re-size the rotated image based on the
rotation angle. Moreover, coordinates of the ‘new’ corners of
all boxes on the image need to be re-calculated and updated
in the training set. Considering the above overheads, we will
instead use ClaRAN’s Spatial Transformer Network layer
to support rotation invariant feature extraction as discussed
in Section 7 for our future work.
5.8 Comparison with Aniyan & Thorat (2017)
The classifier in Aniyan & Thorat (2017) produces a cat-
alogue, which consists of 187 radio sources and their as-
sociated FR and BT morphology classifications (for both
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ground-truths and predictions) and spatial locations. A di-
rect comparison between this catalogue and the ClaRAN
output is not feasible since the morphology categories used
in Aniyan & Thorat (2017) and ClaRAN are different as de-
scribed in Section 2. However, if we consider all FRII sources
having two radio components, it is possible to make an in-
direct comparison between the 57 FRII sources (out of the
187 sources) and all 2-component sources (i.e. 2C 2P and
2C 3P) predicted by ClaRAN.
Out of the 4,603 subjects in the ClaRAN testing set,
the D3 method identifies 904 2-component sources, and the
D4 method identifies 1,031 2-component sources. All the
identified sources have P-values above 80%. For each identi-
fied 2-component source, we calculate its center sky location
from its bounding box coordinates predicted by ClaRAN.
This produces two location lists L3 and L4 for D3 and D4 re-
spectively. We then perform spatial cross-matchings between
L3/4 and the 57 FRII sources predicted by the Aniyan &
Thorat (2017) classifier. When setting the maximum match
radius to 20 arcsec, the cross-matching finds 1 match be-
tween the 57 FRII sources and L3, and 1 match between
the 57 FRII sources and L4. Both matches are under a 3.5
arcsecond-radius, and both matches refer to the same pair:
source 3C 251 in the Aniyan & Thorat (2017) catalogue,
and source FIRST J110836.2+385854 in RGZ DR1. While
the Aniyan & Thorat (2017) classifier predicts it as an FRII
source with a probability of 99.9%, both D3 and D4 meth-
ods predicts its morphology as 2C 3P with P-values of 95.7%
and 97.9% respectively.
6 DIRECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR USE OF ClaRAN
We encourage interested astronomers to use ClaRAN for
their own research projects, because it can provide useful
results even in its initial incarnation, and because experi-
mentation and feedback on ClaRAN will improve its per-
formance. Access to ClaRAN’s source code from the GitHub
repository is described in Footnote 1. Given the results to
date, we recommend the use of either method D3 or D4.
Therefore data would need to be provided in those forms,
which can be obtained by following the descriptions on the
GitHub repository. Also available in the repository are soft-
ware modules that convert pairs of radio and infrared maps
to these forms.
In Section 6.1, we describe how ClaRAN could be im-
plemented in a simple automated manner for radio source
classifications. In Section 6.2 we describe a variety of limita-
tions in the current implementation, and in particular, how
that would affect interpretation of the results.
6.1 Classifying radio sources automatically with
ClaRAN
6.1.1 How to use ClaRAN?
For each input field, ClaRAN detects and classifies the de-
tected radio sources into the six RGZ morphology classes dis-
cussed in Section 3. Each classification generated will have
a P-value which approximates the probability the identified
source belongs to the identified morphology class. Therefore,
ClaRAN may provide more than one morphology classifi-
cation for each radio source in the field. An additional post-
processing filtering algorithm is then recommended for de-
ciding how to handle multiple classifications for a single ra-
dio source, as well as dealing with fields with more than one
radio source.
The simplest filtering algorithm that a user can imple-
ment is to make two simple assumptions: 1) reject all classifi-
cations with P-values below 0.8 unless the classification with
the highest P-value is below 0.8; 2) that there is only one
radio source per field. While multiple sources exist within a
test subject, our experience suggests that the source classi-
fication with the highest P-value is likely the correct classi-
fication as determined by ClaRAN. The assumption of one
radio source per field is not unreasonable because 98.5% of
RGZ DR1 fields contain only one radio source (Wong et al.,
in preparation). Further discussion on the impact of these
assumptions can be found in Section 6.2.2.
6.1.2 Does this work?
The reliability analysis in Section 5 does not include the
filtering method described in Section 6.1.1. From the per-
spective of an astronomer, the analysis in Section 5 may
not be sufficient because it is crucial for an astronomer to
identify the correct classification from the multiple classifi-
cations produced by ClaRAN. As such, we will describe, in
this subsection, the accuracy and reliability of ClaRAN in
combination with the simple filtering method described in
Section 6.1.1.
To demonstrate that ClaRAN (plus filtering) yields
accurate and reliable classifications of resolved radio mor-
phologies, we visually inspect an arbitrary sample of 500 test
fields (from the entire testing set of 4603). We then apply
the filtering method described in Section 5 to this sample.
This arbitrary sample was selected via a simple Monte Carlo
method that stops after a sample of 500 is reached. A plot
that includes both RGZ DR1 classifications and ClaRAN
predictions is generated for each one of the 500 fields, which
are then inspected and evaluated by a radio astronomer
(OIW). 367 of the 500 verification fields contain extended,
non-compact radio sources, and 133 fields contain compact
unresolved radio sources.
A mismatch between ClaRAN and RGZ DR1 does not
necessarily mean that one or the other is incorrect for two
main reasons. Firstly, both ClaRAN and RGZ classifica-
tions are limited by observational factors such as surface
brightness sensitivity and resolution. In addition, a mis-
match in number of peaks can also be due to the limitation
of the DR1 pipeline. Therefore a direct comparison between
the classifications from ClaRAN and those from DR1 is
not a fair assessment of ClaRAN’s true performance. As
such, we compare the results from ClaRAN using the sim-
ple method described in Section 6.1.1 to RGZ DR1, and to a
plausibility factor that is determined by an astronomer. The
main idea for the plausibility factor is to determine whether
a classification from ClaRAN can be deemed plausible by
an expert astronomer given the radio and infrared maps pre-
sented, irrespective of the classification from the DR1 cata-
logue. For example, a field containing two unresolved radio
source components with no infrared counterpart in between,
or at the positions of the radio components, can be plausi-
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Table 9. Visual inspection results for the 500 verification fields
for ClaRAN’s D3 and D4 training methods. We refer to the in-
dependent visual verification conducted by the radio astronomer
which includes the plausibility factor, as ‘astronomer’ in this ta-
ble.
Compared to D3 D4
RGZ DR1 447.0 465.2
Astronomer 465.5 477.2
bly classified as either one 2C 2P source or as two 1C 1P
sources.
We use a simple scoring method for quantifying the effi-
cacy of ClaRAN. A score of one is awarded to each correct
radio source classification. The total number of correct clas-
sifications is then divided by the total number of sources
within the field. Hence, a field with multiple source classi-
fications will require a correct classification for each source
to recover the total score of one for that field. In this ver-
ification process, we ask two questions: 1) Does ClaRAN
reproduce the RGZ DR1 classification?; and 2) if ClaRAN
provides a classification C different from that of RGZ DR1,
is C still plausible given the radio and infrared observations?
Table 9 lists the recovered verification scores for the 500
fields. Comparing the results from the D3 and D4 training
methods to RGZ DR1, we find D4 to outperform D3 in a
consistent manner. While this is not surprising, it confirms
that this scoring method works. Taking into consideration
the plausibility factor, our results show that ClaRAN is
likely to produce accurate source classifications at the opti-
mal accuracy level above 93.1% and 95.4% using the training
methods of D3 and D4. Hence, we can expect reliable results
from the current D4 version of ClaRAN in combination
with the simple post-processing filtering method described
in Section 6.1.1.
6.2 Limitations and insights
While Section 6.1 shows that ClaRAN is a relatively accu-
rate and reliable prototype classifier, we caution the reader
and users of ClaRAN that the current version does include
a number of limitations that we discuss in more details in
this subsection. Previously in Section 6.1.2, we noted that a
mismatch between the two does not necessarily mean that
either ClaRAN or RGZ is incorrect. In this subsection, we
explore and describe the limitations and lessons learnt from
the implementation of ClaRAN, from the perspective of an
astronomer.
There are several reasons why a mismatch between the
two methods may still result in a plausible source classifi-
cation. For many complex radio sources, further follow-up
observations may be required to ascertain the precise source
component associations and host galaxy. Furthermore, the
determination of the number of peaks is an approximation
by the DR1 pipeline that is based upon the contour lev-
els. Hence we discuss in Section 6.2.2, ClaRAN’s reliability
from an astronomer’s perspective based on the often-used
method of visual inspection.
Table 10. The fraction of verification fields within three divisions
of completeness ratios.
NTRUE/NCLASSIFIED D3 D4
= 1 0.834 0.864
< 1 0.154 0.122
> 1 0.012 0.014
6.2.1 Source angular size
Similar to the Radio Galaxy Zoo project, ClaRAN will not
be able to provide accurate classifications for radio sources
which extend beyond the 3-arcmin FoV. RGZ DR1 found
the median angular size of multicomponent radio sources to
be 43.1 arcseconds and that 95.2% of the DR1 multicom-
ponent sources have an angular size that is smaller than
97 arcseconds (Wong et al., in preparation). However, there
is a small fraction of sources which may be limited by the
current FoV size. Figure 15a illustrates one example field
within the verification set of 500 that encounters the limi-
tations of the 3-arcmin FoV, whereby the field presented in
RGZ only encapsulates three of the four radio components.
The northern-most radio component lies beyond the top-
edge of the field. Consequently, both the classifications from
RGZ DR1 and ClaRAN are incorrect (Figure 15b). Enlarg-
ing the field by five times to a 15 arcmin by 15 arcmin field
(Figure 15c), we reveal that the central radio source has
a double-double morphology (4C-4P), for which ClaRAN
was not trained to identify. When running directly on this
larger field, ClaRAN ends up breaking this double-double
source into two smaller sources — 3C-3P and 1C-1P (Fig-
ure 15e). On the other hand, the host galaxy captured inside
the 3C-3P bounding box is still correct.
Of the 500 verification fields, we find two classifications
in which ClaRAN estimated a significantly larger angular
source size (by a factor of a few) relative to that reported by
RGZ DR1. Two most likely reasons exist for such an estima-
tion: either ClaRAN is confused by the synthesis imaging
artefacts that remain in some fields, or that ClaRAN is
capable of detecting low level diffuse emission. We will in-
vestigate these specific aspect of ClaRAN in future studies
as it is beyond the scope of this proof-of-concept paper to
provide an in-depth investigation into this specific area.
6.2.2 Assumption of one source per field
Of the two assumptions recommended for the simple filter-
ing method in Section 6.1.1, the second assumption of one
source per field, may not be necessary for some studies to
obtain individual classifications. Also, this assumption of
one source per field may be invalidated for two main rea-
sons. Firstly, multicomponent radio sources with large an-
gular sizes can result in multiple plausible classifications as
discussed in the previous subsection. Secondly, the classifi-
cations of multiple radio sources in the 8% of verification
fields are not distinguishable from multiple classifications of
a single multicomponent source. Hence this subsection in-
vestigates the reliability of ClaRAN when we remove the
single-source assumption.
To this end, we examine the classification degeneracies
that become inherent (when we do not assume one source per
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Figure 15. An example of the limitation inherent to the 3-arcmin FoV whereby radio sources are misclassified by both RGZ DR1
and ClaRAN due to the missing radio component that lies beyond the Northernmost-edge of the field. North and East are to the
top and left of the page, respectively. Panel (a) shows the 3-arcmin by 3-arcmin RGZ subject presented to the participants for RGZ
J080837.0+170804. Panel (b) is a pair of verification maps showing the DR1 classification (left) and ClaRAN’s classification (right).
Panel (c) shows the expanded 15-arcmin by 15-arcmin FoV for RGZ J080837.0+170804 where the original RGZ image size is marked
by the black box. For added visual clarity, zoomed-in maps of the three radio sources found by ClaRAN within Panel (c) are shown in
panels (d), (e) and (f).MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2018)
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Figure 16. Fraction of total number (Ntrue) to classified number
(Nclassified) of radio sources in the verification sample of 500. The
top figure shows a linear y-axis and the bottom figure shows a
logarithmic y-axis for the same distribution. Verification results
from the D3 and D4 methods are represented by the grey shaded
and striped distributions, respectively.
field) using a completeness ratio. We define a completeness
ratio to be the ratio of the total number of radio sources
to the total number of correct classifications per subject
(NTRUE/NCLASSIFIED). A ratio of 1.0 indicates that every
source within a field has been correctly classified. Ratios
greater than 1.0 suggest that an individual field contains
more DR1 sources than classified. Likewise, a ratio below 1.0
indicates that ClaRAN found more than one classification
per source within a field. Figure 16 presents the distribution
of completeness ratios for the 500 verification fields using
the D3 (grey-shaded) and D4 (striped) training methods.
As shown in Table 10, we find that a ratio of 1.0 is obtained
for 83.4% and and 86.4% (using the D3 and D4 methods,
respectively) of the verification sample. This result is con-
sistent with the precision of the classifications quantified in
Section 5. However, since out of the 500 verification fields,
only 36 are in fact multi-source subjects, and the majority
(464) of them still contain only one source per FoV. There-
fore Table 10 may not generalize well beyond this particu-
lar 500-subject sample to reflect the effect of ‘removing the
single-source assumption’ on ClaRAN’s reliability. To ad-
dress this issue, we create another special subset S (|S | = 36)
Table 11. The fraction of verification fields on a set of 36 sub-
jects, each of which has at least two sources in its FoV
NTRUE/NCLASSIFIED D3 D4
= 1 0.556 0.668
< 1 0.278 0.166
> 1 0.166 0.166
from the 500 verification fields, in which each subject has
at least two sources. We re-calculate the completeness ra-
tios against S, and report the updated result in Table 11.
Compared to Table 10, Table 11 essentially examines classi-
fication degeneracies under the ‘worst-case’ scenario where
every subject has multiple sources. We find that the updated
results of 55.6% and 66.8% (for a completeness ratio of 1.0)
are largely consistent with Table 7.
7 DISCUSSION
This paper builds upon earlier machine learning explorations
that use RGZ classifications as a training set (Lukic et al.
2018; Alger et al. 2018). Following Alger et al. (2018) who
found that compact radio source classifications do not ben-
efit significantly from using advanced machine learning con-
volution methods, we specifically train and test ClaRAN
on a large sample of extended non-compact radio sources.
Our work demonstrates the feasibility of applying modern
deep learning methods, which originate from generic object
detection and computer vision, for cross-matching complex
radio sources of multiple components with infrared cata-
logues. The promising results of this study have implications
for further development of fully-automated cross-wavelength
source identification, matching, and morphology classifica-
tions for pre-SKA surveys.
The data fusion methods and their performance evalu-
ations described in this paper provide a good starting point
to train machines to appropriately incorporate and integrate
numerous deep multi-wavelength catalogues and other in-
formation (e.g. redshifts) for radio source identification and
morphology classification.
We adapt the Spatial Transformer Network (STN) for
cropping out RoI proposals from feature maps in order to
obtain a differentiable loss function for end-to-end train-
ing. The adaptation takes place in the affine transforma-
tion matrix (Eq. 8) where we fix the rotation angle to zero
degree (thus no rotation). By running a fully-fledged STN
that allows rotation angles to be learned from the feature
map, ClaRAN could perform source-dependent, rotation-
invariant morphology classification within a single end-to-
end pipeline. This approach will differ from random rota-
tions of the entire image for feature augmentation (Diele-
man et al. 2015) because it is trained to rotate each potential
source by a distinct angle for optimal morphology classifica-
tion. The assumption that all sources within a subject rotate
simultaneously by a pre-defined angle does not always hold.
Despite the great difference between common images
and RGZ subjects, we demonstrate that the CNN weights
thoroughly trained on the comprehensive, well-labelled Im-
ageNet provide far better initial conditions than random
weight initialization with respect to training efficiency and
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evaluation metrics. However, as shown in Figure 8, appropri-
ate control of these pre-loaded weights is equally important
in order to achieve a desirable level of efficiency and pre-
cision. The fact that freezing low-level weights leads to a
much smaller training error suggests that high-level feature
extractions (such as shapes, texture, structure, etc.) should
be prioritized after transfer learning.
On the other hand, low-level feature learning should
be carried out at a much slower pace to avoid over-fitting.
This implies that we may need different learning rates for
different parts of the neural network. In this example, freez-
ing weights is equivalent to reducing the learning rate to 0,
which simply gives up opportunities to learn any low-level
features unique to the RGZ dataset. Therefore, a more fine-
grained learning rate distribution applied across the network
can take advantage of the benefits from transfer learning.
8 CONCLUSIONS
Cross-identification of radio source components is currently
done through visual inspection by expert astronomers or cit-
izen scientists. However, such a labour-intensive method is
not scalable even for the pre-SKA (Square Kilometre Ar-
ray) radio surveys such as EMU — Evolutionary Map of the
Universe (Norris et al. 2011). In this paper we describe a ma-
chine learning-based method for automated localization and
identification of multi-component, multi-peak radio sources
with associated morphological information. Drawing on the
latest models developed in object detection and deep learn-
ing, our method has achieved efficient identification of radio
galaxies on unseen RGZ datasets with an mean Average Pre-
cision (mAP) of 83.6% and an empirical plausibility accu-
racy of above 90%. ClaRAN is able to distinguish between
six of the most common distinct classes of radio source mor-
phologies. These six classes of morphologies are defined in
terms of the number of components and peaks that describe
source associations and identifications produced by the Ra-
dio Galaxy Zoo Data Release 1 (Wong et al., in preparation).
ClaRAN also works reasonably well on fields much larger
than those provided in the training set.
For future work, we will focus on improving ClaRAN’s
capability of separating unrelated multiple sources from mul-
tiple components of single sources. To begin with, we will
incorporate more multi-source subjects into the testing set
as suggested by Table 7. Targeted plausibility analysis of
the confusion between 2C and 3C classifications and reli-
able statistical measures will help us develop robust feature
augmentation schemes needed to address this key problem.
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